SPORTING REGULATION OF LOTUS CUP EASTERN EUROPE

2021
1.

GENERAL

1.1.

The Lotus Cup Eastern Europe noticed by the National Automobilsport Federation of Hungary for 2021 will be
run in conformity with the Series’ sporting and technical regulations in compliance with FIA and The National
Automotorsport Federation of Hungary standards.

1.2.

The Lotus Cup Eastern Europe series is organised in conformity with the provisions of
a)

the International Sporting Code and its appendices,

b) the FIA General Prescriptions on circuits and
c)

the FIA Sport Regulations

d) The regulations of Lotus Cup Europe
e)

the General National Sporting Regulations of the ASN and othe regulations of the ASN.

1.3.

The parent ASN of the Series is the National Automobilesport Federation of Hungary.

1.4.

The organiser and the promoter of the Swift Cup Europe is the GFS Racing Kft (2135 Csörög, Alkotmány u. 17.
Hungary)

2.
2.1.

OFFICIALS
Organising commitee
GFS Racing Team
Egon Burkus – promoter
2135 Csörög, Alkotmány u. 17.
email: gfs@gfs.hu
telefon: +36 30 9322 031
GFS Racing Team
Éva Tánczos –assistant // English
email: eva.tanczos@gfs.hu
telefon: +36 30 7375 836

3.

LICENCES

3.1Those can be rated in the international series who has minimum International D licence or has license issued by any
ASN which equivalent with this and valid for the current year for the circuit discipline (including restricted competitor
licenses.
4.
4.1.

ENTRIES
Individual entry
Entrants have the entry right to participate in Lotus Cup Eastern Europe races who has valid license for circuit
discipline issued by the National Automobilsport Federation of Hungary or any other ASN of FIA for the current
year.

4.2.

Four-hand rule
The promoter also accepts the entries of two drivers takes part in the series with single car. These entrants may
participate in the evaluation of the series too.
The annual registration must be notified to the promoter at least 14 days before the first event.
If “two-hand” drivers who are already participated in the Cup wishes to compete the rest of the seasion as a
“four-hand” drivers, their individual points will be retained, but their scoring as a “four-hand” will be taken
further with the more points scored driver of the two-hand drivers.
A “two-hand” registered driver in the championship can not change to “four-hand” in the last four races.
The registration fee and the entry fees are based on the agreement with the promoter.
In case of four-hand registration, the drivers decide at their discretion how the races or the weekends of the
championship will be shared between each other. They must fill their entry form accordingly that before the
closing date.
In the case of a “four-hand” entry, on the entry form must be indicated which driver on which race will take part.
Single registration fee: 100 Euro/pair (incl. VAT)
That driver must take part in the first race, who has completed the qualifying session. On the next race the other
driver starts from the position his four-hand pair achieved in his own race.

4.3.

Team entry
Team the entries must be send in writing indicating the names and starting numbers of the drivers to the race
officer at the latest 30 minutes before the first race of the competitors concerned.

The team entry fee: 100 Euro/event (incl. VAT) which must be paid before the first race of the event.
5.

DRIVERS
The following drivers can be entered for the Lotus Cup Eastern Europe series:
Those can be rated in the international series who has minimum International D licence or has license issued by
any ASN which equivalent with this and valid for the current year for the circuit discipline (including restricted
competitor licenses.
Only drivers can be entered who signed the contract with the promoter of the Lotus Cup Eastern Europe.
Mandatory safety equipment for drivers is enclosed in Appendix I to these Regulations.
Other conditions for issueing licenses are included in the regulation of the MNASZ National Circuit
Championship.
TEAMS

5.1.

Basic information
Drivers from FIA member countries that are registered to the Championship could be entered in the Team
Competition too.

5.2.

Csapatok összetétele
A team may consist of at least 2 and maximum 3 drivers in the races of the series. The number 1 driver
cannot be changed.

The members of a given team can only be drivers of the same group.

Any driver in the series can only be entered in one given team only.

After the beginning of a given qualification, the team may not participate in the team evaulation of the event
if at least one driver of the team is changed. In the case of a two-member team, the third team member may
be added during the year.

6.

ACCEPTED CARS
Lotus Exige
Lotus Exige más típusú erőforrással szerelve
Lotus Evora
Lotus Elise
Lotus Elise más típusú erőforrással szerelve
Lotus 211
Lotus 340 R

7.

CALENDAR

Places and dates of Lotus Cup Eastern Europe in 2021 season:
2021. április 16-18. // Hungaroring // Laptiming Cup, CEZ weekend
2021. május 21-23 // Red Bull Ring
2021. szeptember 3-5 // Brno Autodrome // Masaryk Weekend
Every competitions consist of 2 or 3 race which is included in the supplementary regulations.

8.

AWARDING OF THE RACES

8.1.

Individual awarding
According to their rankings, the drivers will be awarded the following points in the races of Lotus Cup
Eastern Europe:
1. helyezett/1st place:

20 pont/points

2. helyezett/2nd place:

17 pont/points

3. helyezett/3rd place:

15 pont/points

4. helyezett/4th place:

13 pont/points

5. helyezett/5th place:

11 pont/points

6. helyezett/6th place:

10 pont/points

7. helyezett/7th place:

9 pont/points

8. helyezett/8th place:

8 pont/points

9. helyezett/9th place:

7 pont/points

10. helyezett/10th place:

6 pont/points

11. helyezett/11th place:

5 pont/points

12. helyezett/12th place:

4 pont/points

13. helyezett/13th place:

3 pont/points

14. helyezett/14th place:

2 pont/points

15. helyezett/15th place:

1 pont/point

Extra points per races:
Winner of the qualification: 1 point
Fastest lap in the race: 1 point

8.1.1. In the 2021 season the minusing of the races will be as follows:
if there will be 6 or less races than 1 race can be minused
if there will be 7 or more races than 2 races can be minused.
Only races that have been registered by the driver and received the car passed the scruteenering can be
minused. The race on which the competitor was disqualified cannot be minused.

9.

ENTRY FEES
The supplementary regulation of the event contains the entry fees.

10.

CLASSES
−
−

Production Class: Lotus Cup Europe Production Car
Class
211 Class: Lotus Cup Europe 211

−

V6 Class: Lotus Cup Europe Evora

−

Open Class: egyéb motoros Lotus Exige és Lotus
Elise
GT5: Lotus Elise 1,6 Sport

−
−

Free: Lotus Elise 1,6 Sport, más típusú erőforrással
szerelve
Cup 210 Class

11.

AWARDING BY RACES

IN CASE OF AT LEAST 5 ENTRANTS (BY CATEGORIES)

1-3. place –trophy
IN CASE OF AT LEAST 3 ENTRANTS (BY CATEGORIES)

1. place – trophy

11.1. ÉVES DÍJKIOSZTÓ
11.2. A Lotus Cup Eastern Europe éves egyéni értékelésének győztese elnyeri a Lotus Cup Eastern Europe kupát, és
megszerzi a „Lotus Cup Eastern Europe Bajnoka” címet.
A többi helyezett versenyző serlegdíjazásban részesül, „négykezes” versenyzők esetén mindkét versenyző.
11.2.1. Ha a versenysorozat promóterével megkötött szerződés másképpen nem szabályozza, az éves díjkiosztó
ünnepségre az MNASZ által külön meghirdetett időpontban és helyszínen kerül sor.
11.2.2. Azok a versenyzők, akik az éves díjkiosztón nem jelennek meg, a díjra nem tarthatnak igényt (kivétel vis
major esete).

12.

Melléklet: Versenyzők felszerelése

2021

Homológ
SISAK/HELMET
Homológ
HANS

®

Homológ
OVERALL
Homológ
ALSÓRUHÁZAT/UNDERWEAR
ZOKNI
Homológ
CIPŐ/SHOES
Homológ
KESZTYŰ/GLOVES
Homológ
MASZK

